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Summary

� Framework of the IAEA activities on FR and ADS technology

� FR13 Conference: main outcomes in the area of experimental tests, data and

advanced simulation

� IAEA activities for data/information retrieval and storage for fast neutron

systems

� Database: Fast Reactor Knowledge Organization System (FR-KOS)

� Coordinated Research Projects using experimental data provided by the MSs

� Scope and objectives of this technical meeting

� Other similar international initiatives

� A joint session with the IAEA Consultancy Meeting on “Capabilities and

capacities of research reactors towards deployment of innovative nuclear

energy systems and technologies”
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The IAEA Technical Working Group on 

Fast Reactors
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Recent IAEA Workshops on FR

� (Third) Workshop on Safety Design

Criteria for Sodium-cooled Fast

Reactors, held in Vienna on 26 – 27

February 2013

All the presentations of the workshop, which represent a useful

resource for education and training purposes, are downloadable

on the related IAEA webpage

http://www.iaea.org/NuclearPower/Meetings/2013/2013-02-26-

02-27-TM-SFR.html
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IAEA International Conference on 

Fast Reactors and Related Fuel Cycles – FR13

• Total number of participants: 642

• Participating countries: 27

• International Organizations: 4

• Plenary sessions 6

� Opening session                                         5

� National and International Programmes     9

� Safety Design Criteria                                7

� Sustainability of Advanced Fuel Cycles     8

� Young Generation Event                            7

� Closing Session                                          7

• Topical Tracks: 10

� Technical Sessions 41

� Poster Sessions 2

• Scientific Contributions: 371

� Oral presentations: 214

� Poster presentations: 157
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IAEA International Conference on 

Fast Reactors and Related Fuel Cycles – FR13

All the presentations given at FR13 

Conference including opening 

addresses, closing remarks, panels’ and 

YGE contributions are available at the 

following website:

http://www.iaea.org/NuclearPower/Meeti

ngs/2013/2013-03-04-03-07-CF-

NPTD.html 

Book of Abstracts and not-reviewed / 

not-edited full papers were distributed in 

an USB stick memory at the conference
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FR13 Conference – Outcomes in the area of 

experimental tests, data and advanced simulation

� During the FR13 Conference the increasing importance of

simulation & modelling and basic research was remarked

� Activities of V&V&Q through benchmarking with experimental

data coming from experimental tests being performed in existing

and planned experimental and irradiation facilities were

recognized to be of paramount importance

� Coordination of experimental activities at international level and

development of common infrastructures has to be pursued to

accelerate advances in this area

� Identify potential of existing experimental facilities and possible

needs, in view of stimulating and enhancing international

collaboration in the field of computer code V&V&Q
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Related IAEA Activities

� IAEA TWG-FR supports Member States efforts to gather

information and experimental data and then improve FR

simulation capabilities with a large number of initiatives

� Technical Publications Status Reports, Booklets and

Data Bases

� Coordinated Research Projects aimed at benchmark analyses on

experimental data provided by the Member States V&V&Q

of calculation methods and codes

� Cooperation with Nuclear Knowledge Management (NKM) and

Research Reactors (RR) Sections of the Department of Nuclear

Energy
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FR data/information retrieval and storage 

Examples of recent achievements

� The report “Status of Fast

Reactors Research and

Technology Development” has

been published in 2013

� Background and overview

� Operating experience with SFR

� Sodium-cooled FR Designs

� HLM-cooled FR Designs

� Gas-cooled FR Designs

� Status of FR core R&D

� Reactor plant engineering technology

development

� Reactor safety design and analysis

� National strategies, international initiatives,

public acceptance and final remarks

� A status report on ADS technology

is under preparation
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Booklet on Status of Innovative FR Designs

IAEA’s Activities on FR: International Conference on Fast 
Reactors and Related Fuel Cycles, Status Report, TWG → 
information about innovative FR technologies, opportunities 

to interact with Developers  

Advanced Reactor Information System (ARIS): Booklet 
as a supplement to ARIS for providing Members States 
with balanced, comprehensive and up-to-date information 

about advanced nuclear plant designs and concepts

Experience from “Booklet on the Status of SMRs”: 2011 
and 2012 editions, providing a brief overview of SMR designs 

Niche for developing a Booklet on the “Status of 
Innovative Fast Reactor Designs” 
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Scope

Intention to 
include only 
Innovative 
Designs

Most concepts 
from MS with

active FR 
program,

Distinction: 
Sodium, Heavy 

Liquid Metal, Gas, 
Molten-salt 

technologies

Demonstration 
and Prototypes
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Innovative designs - advanced designs which incorporate radical conceptual changes 

in design approaches or configuration in comparison with existing practice. Substantial 

research and development efforts, feasibility tests, and a prototype or demonstration 

plant are probably required prior to the commercial deployment.
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Contents & Structure of the Publication

Additional 
Material 

• List of 
Acronyms

• Glossary

• Appendix: 
Tables 
presenting 
synoptically 
the status of 
the designs

Additional 
Material 

• List of 
Acronyms

• Glossary

• Appendix: 
Tables 
presenting 
synoptically 
the status of 
the designs

Innovative 
Fast Reactor 

Designs

Innovative 
Fast Reactor 

Designs

Previous 
Experience 
and Current 
Status Fast 
Reactors

Previous 
Experience 
and Current 
Status Fast 
Reactors

Foreword, 
Introduction
Foreword, 

Introduction

Sodium-cooled 
Fast Reactor 

Designs

Sodium-cooled 
Fast Reactor 

Designs

Heavy Liquid 
Metal-cooled Fast 
Reactor  Designs

Heavy Liquid 
Metal-cooled Fast 
Reactor  Designs

Gas-cooled Fast 
Reactor Designs
Gas-cooled Fast 
Reactor Designs

Molten-salt Fast 
Reactor Designs
Molten-salt Fast 
Reactor Designs
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Approach for design descriptions
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Two pages per design:

•1st page: picture, table of main 

technical parameters

•2nd page:

•Introduction

•Description of Nuclear Systems

•Description of the Safety 

Concept

•Non-electric Applications (if 

applicable)

•Development Status and 

Planned Schedule
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FRs Knowledge Preservation Portal: FR-KOS System

https://nkm.iaea.org/nkm1/

� NKM Section developed a Fast

Reactor Knowledge Organization

System (FR-KOS): IT system to

retrieve information stored in an

international data base

� The NPTDS/FR Project collaborates

with the NKM Unit to update the

system and collect data and info to

be uploaded into the system

� First version released to MSs for

testing and stimulating contributions

to FR-KOS

� Next TM on FR-KP: Vienna, 3-5

December 2013
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Characteristic 

� Process of searching for subjects 

concepts rather than individual 

words or phrases 

� In building up a concept ( Topic tree) 

, an expert familiar with the subject 

of the search assigns weights to 

search terms. 

� Topic tree provide a convenient 

means  which can encapsulate in a 

hierarchical structure,  the 

knowledge of an expert.

Advantages

� Topic trees have  the ability to 

understand the context of the text 

and retrieve every document related 

to a ‘topic’ of interest.

� Retrieval results are presented in a 

relevance ranked order, giving users 

access to the most important 

information.

� Topic trees are available to end users 

as a shared resource.

FR-KOS System: Concept retrieval 
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� Covers 

� all possible types of fast 

reactors

� all aspects of fast reactors

� all stages of implementation 

of fast reactor technology

� Based on 2 dimensional 

matrix (2 top levels):

� stages of implementation

� technology elements

FR-KOS System: Fast Reactor Taxonomy
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• Fast Reactor Topic Trees are digital implementation (in knowledge
organization system) of Fast Reactor Taxonomy

• Topic trees provide a convenient means which can encapsulate in a
hierarchical form, the Fast Reactor Taxonomy structure

• By means of Topic trees the retrieval results are presented in a
relevance ranked order, giving users access to the most important
information
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Selected 

Repositories 

Search Elements

Result List

Documents found

Browsed document 

with highlight words

Distribution of the retrieved 

documents in function of time

Relevance Ranking 

Concept-Based queries

FR-KOS System: Simple search
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Selected 

Repositories 

Browsed document 

with highlight words

Topic tree originated from 

Fast Rectors Taxonomy

Each node of the Topic tree is a 

possible query 

FR-KOS System: Advanced search - Topic
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FR-KOS System: IAEA publication
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New NAPRO CRP: Sodium properties and safe operation of experimental 

facilities in support of the development and deployment of SFR

� The CRP is aimed at improving

Member States experimental

capabilities and it will allow the

retrieval and implementation of

fundamental data to be used in

simulation and modelling �

production of a Na properties

Handbook

� This CRP is also intended to address

the needs of standardization of Na

physical and chemical properties, the

main rules for designing and operating

experimental facilities, good practices

and safety guidelines

� The 1st RCM will be held in Vienna, 3-

5 September 2013
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IAEA CRPs on FR simulation & modelling

� Recently completed
� Benchmark Analyses of Sodium Natural

Convection in the Upper Plenum of the MONJU

Reactor Vessel

� Control Rod Withdrawal and Sodium Natural

Circulation Tests Performed during the PHENIX

End-of-Life Experiments

� On-going
� Benchmark Analyses of an EBR-II Shutdown

Heat Removal Test

� Planned
� Source Term release under FR CDA (PFBR)

� Benchmark exercise on neutronic calculations

for a mixed-oxide fuelled core of an industrial

size Sodium-cooled Fast Reactor (BN-800)
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Scope and objectives of the technical meeting

� Presenting and exchanging information about existing

and planned experimental facilities in support of the

development of innovative fast neutron systems

� Facilitate the creation of a catalogue of existing and

planned experimental facilities that are currently being

operated or developed within national or international fast

reactor programmes

� Identify experimental facilities which could provide

experimental data in particular for V&V&Q of simulation

tools for the design and the safety analysis of innovative

fast neutron systems

� Discuss needs and propose new experimental activities

to be carried out at international level
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Other similar International initiatives 

European Commission: ADRIANA

�ADRIANA - ADvanced Reactor Initiative And Network

Arrangement

� Co-funded by the European Commission under the EURATOM Research

and Training Programme on Nuclear Energy within the Seventh Framework

Programme

� Network dedicated to the construction and operation of research

infrastructures in support of the development of the fast neutron systems

included in the European Sustainable Nuclear Industrial Initiative
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Other similar International initiatives

OECD-NEA: CSNI-TAREF

� Task Group on Advanced Reactor

Experimental Facilities (TAREFF)

established within the OECD-CSNI

� The task group was created in

order to provide an overview of

facilities in OECD countries

suitable for carrying out safety

research for SFRs and GFRs

Final report was published in 2011 and 

it is available at the following link: 
http://www.oecd-nea.org/nsd/docs/2010/csni-

r2010-12.pdf
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Other similar activities at the IAEA

Section of Research Reactors (RRS)

� Research Reactors (RRs) represent a major part of the experimental base

needed for the development of GEN-IV reactors

� Advanced materials research

� Testing of advanced fuel and structural materials

� Development of advanced components and instrumentation

� Studying actinides utilization and burn-out of long-lived fission products

� Extension of fuel resources using thorium fuel options

� In 2006, the IAEA’s Research Reactors Section (RRS) started an activity on

“Research Reactor Support Needed for Innovative Nuclear Power Reactors

and Fuel Cycles”

� RRS is currently developing the Catalogue “Capabilities and Capacities of

Research Reactors towards Deployment of Innovative Nuclear Energy

Systems and Technologies”

� RRS is also dedicating efforts to enhance the Research Reactor Database

(RRDB), currently maintained by the IAEA
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Other similar activities at the IAEA

Section of Research Reactors

� There is a strong complementarity between the objectives of the

IAEA TWG-FR activities and the RRS programme

� A joint session with the IAEA Consultancy Meeting on

“Capabilities and capacities of research reactors towards

deployment of innovative nuclear energy systems and

technologies” has been organized for this meeting

� The session will be the occasion to discuss future collaborations

and the development of a similar catalogue for the existing

experimental facilities currently operated within FR development

programmes
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FR Project WEB-site:

http://www.iaea.org/NuclearPower/FR/
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TWG-FR WEB-site

http://www.iaea.org/NuclearPower/Technology/TWG/TWG-FR/
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http://www.iaea.org/NuclearPower/FR/ 

Thanks for Your Attention !

5Atoms for Peace
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